
 

 

 

 

GRAND MASTER  FIGJAM 0408 993 099 RELIGIOUS ADVISER & 
HASH NERD 

Boxy 
 

0448 841 912 

HASH CASH Abbo 
 

TBA HASH HABERDASH Heart Starter 
 

0416 673 983 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH TRASH Mammary 
Stick 

0417 776 098 

HASH BOOZE Shredder 0402 229 970 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

HASH FLASH Ned 0407 500 843 HASH RECYCLER Ten Fingers 0424 955 426 

 
Sherbet’s Run No. 2148 at Hidden World Playground was memorable for many reasons – not 
just the food: 
 

1. In a moment of dyslexia the GM thought the run no. was 2184 (probably still recovering 
from his Thai massage). 

2. Psycho arrived carrying his AK47 over his shoulder which we thought was a disturbing 
reference to his name, but it turned out to be his chair. 

3. Two of our intrepid harrietts (Generic and Vampire) got lost on the walk, decided to 
hitchhike and were picked up by the police – see police report extract below. 

 
The GM asked the grumpiest runner to give the run report, so Shredder gave it 2 out of 10 
because it was well marked with lots of Xs.  We think these were probably kisses.  As Psycho 
was no longer armed with his AK47 he was asked to give the walk report and described it as an 
amiable amble and gave it 9 out of 10. 
 
Extract from the Fitzgibbon Police Report: Two youthful but slightly incapacitated women 
wearing obscene T-shirts were noticed hobbling suspiciously in a secluded area off Roghan Rd 
on Monday 29th July 2019.  An off duty officer stopped to question them due to their confused 
and erratic signalling.  She was unsure if they were two Tourette’s sufferers or were flagging her 
car down. The two invalids claimed to be hash house harriers (the officer had never heard of 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, is 
happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 
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such a thing but assumed it was something to do with drugs), who had lost their way and were 
trying to find their hash group.  Hoping for an enormous drug bust, the officer offered to take the 
two women back to their drug den and the invalids happily got into her car.  They were duly 
transported back to Hidden World Playground, where the disappointed officer deposited them at 
what was clearly some sort of seniors’ convention. 
 
Boxy reminded the two harriettes of the serial killers who use this as their modus operandi, ie 
getting their wives to pick up unsuspecting victims, however most of the hash group were just 
jealous that Vampire and Generic had the forethought to get a lift back. 
 
Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Sherbet Setting a run followed by the usual cordon bleu 
extravaganza. 

Big Prick Dog 
Volunteering for 3 checks on the walk and they were 
all wrong. 

Small Prick Fig Jam F*cking up the run numbers. 

Dummy MIA - Fidel  

Brush  MIA   

Arse Saver MIA   

Grub Shirt MIA with Flasher  

Other Charges 
Chargee/s For 

Psycho 
Visitor – clearly a psycho because he thinks soccer 
is called ‘football’. 

Heartstarter Couldn’t come last week because she was “just 
chatting”. 

Smooth Ride The only northside Harriette to get to 500 runs (other 
hashers who are ‘old women’ don’t count). 

Generic and Vampire 
Hitchhiking and getting in the back of a stranger’s 
car (who could have been the sister of Ivan Milat). 

On Heat 
The only Harriette drinking out of crystal.  Should 
have been a reverse charge to Boxy because it was 
plastic crystal. 

Shredder 
350 runs.  Shredder used this time to request a 
grog proxy for 5 weeks while he’s on a course, and 
was nearly knocked down in the rush of volunteers.  
Flower offered to do cat’s piss. 

Smooth ride 
Being too competitive for hash by getting to 500 runs 
– especially when she spends half the year 
overseas. 



Smooth Ride, Yackety Yak and 
Generic 

Returnees – all had better things to do. 

 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN (No. 2149) 05.08.2019:  Vampire, 49A Winter St, Kallangur  
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

• Ten Fingers suggested everyone could bring their empties from home to boost hash 
intake from recycling 

• Thirsty daytime boat cruise – 17th August – see Dog or On Heat for more details 
• BNH3 camping weekend – probably the end of October/beginning of November. 
• Gladstone 2000th run – end of August 
• Cheesy’s Challenge – 28th September 
• Combined Christmas Hash Bash – 7th December 
• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 
 

 

     

   

         

         

             

         

 



         

     

                   


